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ABSTRACT: 
 
India is a developing country. The growth of traffic increases rapidly day by 
day. The Government is looking for the new technologies in order to reduce 
the accidents on the roads and improve the safety of the road user. In 
2015,501423 road accident happens in which 146133 people were died [1]. In 
2016 road accidents decreases by 4.1% in which near about 480652 road 
accident occur and 150785 people were died [1]. In 2017 road crash fatalities 
increases by 3% in last 2 years[1,2]. A small korean company develops a new 
product in order to reduce the harsh  impact of guardrails and hopefully save 
lives. The product is Rolling barrier or longitudinal barrier which had 
continuous pipes covered with urethane rings .A study is carried out to explain 
its need in India for using Rolling Barrier which will minimise the accident rate. 
The guardrail can operate to deflect a vehicle back to the road and slow the 
vehicle down to a complete stop [4]. The size and speed can affect the 
guardrails performance. The roller barrier are extremely effective and its 
implementation has given signified result in reduce accident at flat roads, raps, 
entrances, exit ramps in the parking garage etc and also used in mountainous 
terrain. 
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I.INTRODUCTION: 
 
The road accidents are the serious problems in India. Millions of the people 
died every year  because of the accidents. In order to reduce the accidents and 
the damage occur on the road and the vehicles. A small korean company in 
BUSAN develops a product which  resist the impact of guard rails and saves 
million of lives [2] Every year more than billions of lives died during accidents. 
According to Fedreal Highway Administration  the guardrail can operate to 
pushes back the vehicle to the roadway decrease the speed of vehicle or let it 
proceed past the guardrail [3]. The guardrails cannot completely protect the 
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situation driver may find themselves. In order to reduce the number of 
accidents a company called ETI(evolution in Traffic Innovation)design a barrier 
called Rolling barrier[4]. 

 
II.ROLLING BARRIER 
 
Rolling barriers redirects(moving away from the expected path) the vehicle to 
the right direction by  effectively soaking up(like a towel) or absorbing  impact 
energy with rollers, upper and lower rails(impact energy is converted into 
rotational energy) [4].Rolling barrier consists of both flexible property and semi 
rigid property stiffness. It's mechanism is different from other type of barriers 
and reduces the accidents and save lives. The material used in the rolling 
barrier(urethane)has very good performance. It is also being trialled on a road 
in malaysia that is known as accident hotspot [7]. RB  can be placed 0n 
mountainous places , u-turns, barriers, curved alignment etc(shown as fig 1 
&2) 

 
(fig 1) view of installed Rolling barrier in curved path night reflection system[3] 
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(fig 2) Rolling Barrier at the U- Turn  [3] 

III.FEATURES 

 

 Made of ethylene-vinyl acetate(copolymer) 
 Easily installed and maintained on curved road 

 Has a lower frequency repair when compared to traditional barrier 

 3 times higher Corrosion resistant property 

 Separated barrels are provided 

 Led guide Lamp are provided(solar energy) 

 Reduces speed of vehicle(during collusion) 

 Powder coating with various colours is available upon request 

 Minimum damage of vehicles with rollers and dual guarddrails 

 Highly elastic resin roller is hardly damaged on impact 

 Consists of a steel tube with plastic cylinders that spin on impact 

 Noticeable to drivers due to noticeable coloration and self luminescence 

 
IV.HOW SAFETY ROLLER WORKS 
 
Rolling Barrier absorb high impact energy and then convert impact energy into 
rotational energy to push the vehicle forward rather than possibly breaking 
through an (not able to move) immovable barrier. It consists of both flexible 
properties and semi rigid properties of barrier stiffness. RB are different in 
methods/ways than other type of common, usual barriers. It  reduces the 
danger/risk and road sudden unplanned bad events/crashes. Urethane are 
used in RB have become the material of choice in today's  performance. 
 
        The ETI product has a rotating barrel made of EVA with excellent shock 
absorption power having (height, width and depth) buffering frames and dense 
props supporting the frames. Rotating barrels comes with a political 
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helped(mirror-like) sheeting for good visibility[3,8].EVA has better flexibility 
and ability to stretch compared to other polyethylene resins and has most 
almost the same features to rubber. In fact, it's lighter than rubber and more 
elastic than urethene. It can't be easily damaged. 
 When a vehicle collide  with guardrail, the barrels quickly converts the 
shock energy into the rotational energy. The tires of larger or small vehicles 
adjusted by upper and lower frames in order to prevent the steering system 
from the functional loss [12]. Front rails absorb the second shock and back rail 
absorb third shock and the metal pipe inserted into strengthen post. 
 

 
(fig 3)  rolling barrier parts arrangement[4,7] 

 
 

V.TEST PERFORMENCE 
SB5 crash test level: 

 performance for passenger safety 
1. THIV(Theoretical head impact velocity):32.4km/hr(below 33km/hr) 
2. THD(post impact dead deceleration):9.9g's(below 20g's) 

 Scatter prevention performance no scatters of the fifty barriers 
No scatters for the safety barrier 

 Test vehicle behaviour performance 
            Not overthrown or a sudden stop after collision 

 76.9%(exit speed:74.8km/hr):43.7%(exit angle:8.74 degree) 

 synthetic results satisfied with criteria. 
 
1.Small car 
900kg car,20 degree side collision 
During the process of figuring out the worth ,it was followed that the ETI 
product sends sudden unplanned bad events or crush vehicle back to its 
moving track ,protects people and second vehicle sudden unplanned 
bad events/crushes. 
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2.Large car 
During the process of figuring out the worth or quality of something ,it 
was followed that ETI product changes the crush method to rotational 
friction to make crush continue for a long time and so makes something 
as small as possible  shock. 
 
3.BUS 
13-ton bus,20 degree side collision 
 
During the evaluation, it was observed that the ETI product changes the 
collision method to rotational friction to make collision continue for a 
long time and minimise momentary shocks [8]. 
 

VI.CONCLUSION 
The sudden unplanned  bad events are the errors which are happened 
or done by humans during driving the motor vehicles and also 
sometimes during the bad weather problems  like rainy or snowfall  
conditions for slippery surface of roads ,which will create confusion to 
the driver and the driver hits the other vehicle or hit the things that 
blocks or stops other things installed on the outer edge  of the roads. 
These stopping things are of different types and have their own typical 
and expected features but the new idea is about installations of the 
rolling barrier system which can stop the crashes or accidents happening 
to go past road to mix of little rocks or steep hill down and other part of 
the road  and also life of the people present inside of the vehicle. As  
above explanation rolling barrier and proofs  tells us that the rolling 
barrier are the best barriers than other barriers and saves lives of people 
also reduces the damages of the vehicles. It is the highly prefered  
barrier in the world due to its highly applications like strength, high 
positive results crash test performance etc. RB not only absorb the 
vehicle effect but also diverting the other vehicles moving in wrong 
direction. RB also helps us to undue traffic jam due to accidents will be 
decreased. RB has been shown to lower maintenance  and repair costs. 
By its presence alone the barrier appears to be deterring and reducing 
the frequency of impacts. The rolling barriers systems are the future 
technology in Transportation Engineering. 
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